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Janet;
The price of postage is going up.

I

I
Just spent one weeks allowance on a months
supply of stamps.

Last night I started to look into my
wcvt coi 10 h»vi run

Ji future, and it looked pretty dim.

Thia

Ils why:
In two months, you go off to college,
(

I LOVE YOU TOO.

.

NOW SHUT OF AND SIT DOWN

this means that I will loose something which
is becoming a complete neccesslty to me,
someone with whom I feel that I can communicate

with completely.
In two years I will be going to college.
I AM SO SMART I
MAKE MYSELF SICK

Because of my marks, I will not be able to get
1 into Swarthmore or any other good college.

There is only one ray of hope here, I may
get into a good graduate school.
TOO 1US1 THINK VOU St HSSSV

When I get out of college, I'll have to

look for a job.

If I become an assistant

professor, I probably will not get anywhere
SttS TH TOUCH

because of campus politics,

Even worse, if

I do get anywhere in a college, I will probably

wind up in an administrative, rather than a
research, job.
I THINK WE VE MADE A
WONDERFUL ADJUSTMENT

I guess I can't win.

If I get a job in industrial research, I
will be working on a definite project, with a

, this I could not do.

My only hope

would be a job in an institute like Roswell.

For a long time, It has been my
ambition to get a job as a teacher in
WE’VE COT 10 HAVE TUN

some foreign country (preferably Asiatic)

so that I could, break out of this oppresive
American social system and see it in perspective.
The odds are that I will get married, making

I IOV£ YOU TOO.
HOW SHUT UP AHO SII OOWH

it impossible for me to do this.

I will probably

be in debt all my life, a slave to my wife,
children and creditors.

You, on the other hand, will be supported
I AM SO SMART I
MAKE MYSELF SICK

>y your parents until you marry a rich man and
live the rest of your life in comfort,

doing the things that you want to do.

If I weren't a coward, I'd probably
YOU JUST TKIHK YOU'RE HAPPY

pd.ll myself, after all, I don’t have much to
live for.

Do you blame me for feeling this

way?
KEEP IN TOUCH

I'll continue this epistle when I return

from the Levenson's tonight.

I just got the last letter that I sent
marked "insufficient postage ", it seems that
I THINK WE V( MADE A
WONDERFUL ADJUSTMENT

It coats thirty cents if I use the Nebbiah stationary, ao
from now on I'll use. this onion skin paper.
I met your mother near Generla Hospital while I was gding to

the building In which we keep the rabbits.

been operated on.

Helene had Just

Didi says that Her nose (Helene's) is in

good condition and will probably clear up faster than your’s
did.
Mike and I were discussing you and. Toby at lunch,

Tn

the proccsss, we derived a formula for "love".
If

- Tha attraction 'between Mike and Toby, primarily

physical and hedonistic.
y — Hie attraction between you and me, primarily mental,

comprising an Intimate communication.

and
1— Loves succesful, basic male-female relationships.
Then

x - Jy st 1
Mike believes that he may never get the y factor Into

any of his relationships, yet he feels that it is the most
important one, so I guess I’m lucky that I have it.

Because

he doesn't have it, he doesn't feel had about leaving Totijr
wtion tie enters college »

I'm going to the Levenson's now, I’ll finish this letter

when I get back.

Just got back from the Levenson's.

We had steak for

dinner and then watched Monty play around.

When he went to

vp
'cL '

bed, we listened to records (Bartok, Mousorgksy, Ravel, Stravinsky,
etc.) and looked at prints (Michelaggelo, Plccasso, El Greco,

Van Gogh).

It was an enjoyable evening.

Writing letters is as good as telephoning, I've got a
c
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Janst;
I Pound out why Kike was shaliur; his head "no".when I

was explaining why there is predetermination in the universe
(the night, that we saw Room At the- Ton).

He did not disagree

with what I was saying, he just, thought that too many7 objections
could, be raised, to the example I was using.

Phil Perch has promised to bring some of his physics
textbooks to work and teach me relativistic quantum mechanics,
the quantum theory, and relativity.

This means that X will

probably get more out of this summer than I’ll get out of

two years of science in high school.

Phil has already started

going into relativity and.some of Duron's theories with me.
I. just realised, that I war; acting with the Lovensons

yesterday

Kike says that Karl, is a real nice guy and often discussed
philosophy with him, so you shoudn’t worry so much that he

doesn't like you.
he?

After.all, he gave you his address, didn't

He wouldn’t have done that if he didn’t want to see you

again.

I’ve just been thinking about your nose,

For some reason

when I think of-your new nose, I begin to fear you a little'.

Mom has of ten .asked me . if I would like, a nose job. and I' ve
been forced to think of what it would mean to me.

I know

that if I had my nose fixed, Kids would stop calling me

"schnoz", "the nose", "Beak", and the ' would stop ducking

whenever I swung my head.

However, I would not be able to

feel very proud of the result. .None of this would be a
product of my own action, but a product of a protective
measure taken by my parents.

In short I would not be living

UP to the motto which I have adopted for myself, "This above all;

To thine own self be true".
In yesterday’s letter, in the formula, "love" was used, to
designate the final product only because it was the nearest
approximation .the Idea we were working on, :Mike and. I tried.

to use a better term, we thought that "love ii was a bit to.

melodramatic, but we couldn't.
At work today, Hill explained more of relativity to me.
At dinner we discussed, the Jewish religion, people? and customs

and Israel.
11:10 F. M.

(Escuse the mistakes in the typing, but it is
, I've had. a har'd, day, and. I'm tlrefl..)

that Phil is of Mesopotamian ancestry.

It seems

This means that he

comes from the same Jewish stock that we do.

Later on, Fhil

drove ms home and. stopped, in at the house for a. few minutes.

Fhil originally came from Boston (he holds a masters degree
in chemical engineering from M.I.T.), and for a time, he was

a militant atheist.

'-fe started to discuss militant atheism

and. I found that some of it’s basic ideas were the same as

mine, however the conclusions that it drew are differrent.
I showed Phil the part of my notebook which I had devoted

to this idea, and after he saw some of the stuff in the notebook
on miscellaneous
mlscellanooua observations
(. the one on
obsenvations , inspirations and thoughts )

he payed me a great complement.

He said, that if I ever went

Bohemian or in any way dissipated myself, he would shoot me.

He said that I have a great deal to offer the world, and that
with a little organization, of thought, I should be a great man.

I feel very proud of myself for this, and I hope that you

do to, after all, your about the only thing between me and

dissipation at the moment.
Later on, I went to Mr. Knopp's house for a math lesson.
I asked him if he would join Park in I.S.M.3. so that I could

join it and he said that he would if I would get him the

. literature.

He said that he thinks that my chances of

getting into Swarthmore are pretty good.

I also asked him what he thought of Park in comparison

with Nichols and Seminary.

He told me of this brilliant

boy who had gone to Park for his freshman year, some famous
boarding school for his sophomore year. and Nichols for his
junior year.

When Mr. Knopp talked to him about the merit

of the different schools, he thought that Park was better
than Nichols

i. n

Ma bhi , a.nd

Latin but mrox-lon In M-Btory

anh

Knopp thinks that Nichols has one teacher in
Math who is as good, as he is. He also thinks that our American
English.

Mr.

History teacher and our Junior and Senior English teacher is
better thanariy-of the teachers at Nichols and that the new

Latin teacher that Is going to be here next year is as good
as those at Nichols,
I've got to get to bed now (I'm practically falling
asleep ontop of the typewriter).

I'll write again tomorrow.

/

p.s.

How do you like my new system of writing snatches

whenever I think of them.

In this way I start a letter

in the morning and end it at night.
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I went to this new doctor to get my polio shot
and1 ever since I haven’t
■
running
aboutV on all fours and baying at the

felt like doing anything except

paws

have

gotten

so

hairy

1

imply
si...,-.,

couldn't
hold
— --

a

pen. Funny thing, eh?
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Saturday , 12 P.M.
(mid. night)

Janet;

orgive me if this letter seems slightly Incoherent;

I'm dead tired and I'M

practically falling asleep

I

can't answer the questions from the letter before last
because I'm just tootired to look for it, but I want very

badly to write to you,for no reason at all except that I
want to, and so this letter will probably not include a
lot of the stuff that it would Include if I were awake.
(so much for apologies)

This morning we had a track meet. I ran the 880 (880
yards, -J-mile) and came in last,last week I ran it and

came in second from last in a different meet (I'M getting
worse?).

®0r

After the meet, John came over.

We fiddled around

a while and then Bradley Tashenberg came over. John

had to leave for driver ed. so brad and I spent the afternoon

listening to jazz until Lester Saft and Harvey Moss came
over.

Everybody left at five thirty, so I started, to read

6n The Road.

which I Just finished .

it's immature, but I still like it.

I agree with you t: at

I'll go into more detail

on this at a later time, because I intend to dedicate an

essay to you on Beatniks when 1 get the time
Last night was aN American Field 3trd&nt (foriegn studert)
party, at which I met a kid named Mike Montgomery who was
a foriegn student at a school in Pau,France last year and

who is coming to Swarthmore next year.
away .

We hit it off right

He and John and. I are all going together to Chataqua

Thursday night for an A.F.S. meeting.

John and I have to

go to this, but Mike is just coming along to go with us.

Sue Spelser is not coming to Swarthmore, I'm too tired.

to give details,but if your Interested, see Marny.

Tell

Florence that I'll send her the book if I can ever find out
how to wrap that sort of thing for mailing and. get the

materials for d&ing it.

Isn't Florence coming to Buffalo

SSr part of the vacation.

I wanted to see Florence again

(Nothing against Kathy, but)' Either drop Kathy and bring
lorence or bring them both.

Forgive the audacity, I'm

Wai t till j'ou get back to Buff alb, I'll give you

all my newly found secrets of life, then we can bothe be

confused together.
I've po11shed up

The poem is still being worked on

the meter and now I just have to work on clarifying the

third verse

Something I never bothered, to tell you because

of jealousy: Your poetiy’s great'. (I mean it. I love it.)
Liv^ at school and you won't have time to be depressed.

(meaning simply: milk the maximum from you multitudinous
experiences, and have fun doing it.)

love hearing footn you.

Please • •.’rite'..

GAWD am I tired'.

I

October 9
Janet;

Things have been happening-here so fast that. I don't know
where to start telling-you about.everything*. The situation has

probably boon the 'same for- you.
I was not too satisfied with ■:<’ program pf^extra study, and

insight •e;;ploro.tior?{ Mr. .Chapin calls a "search'for wisdom",
because all I was doing for it w-:.:
to Mr»

Gtia.pln about

■.tblw seif or math.

this ct" x-o

be doing more of what I want*

on literature and' art.

u.<.

...

.■—

--------------------------- ----- —

I talked
x

I will probably be concentrs.tirxj,

I was becoming bored, with ths senior

math, when-1 got a letter from Dave Krantz.

for' a .plan to follow 'n teachir

I hod s?red h'm
He recoxmcnded

that I start, out with calouVasyrnDthe book that he thought

that I should start with turned out to be the same bool that

my math teacher is using with his classes at the University.

.

I just went down to the U.B. bookstore to get the book today
(we had no school because of a teacher’s conference) and by

the end of the year I should be finished with most of the first
twdjyears of college math.
Our annual Country Fair was last Friday, For tbe third
year in a row, I was elected chairman of a booth. My committees
booth made more money than any other,.

I am getting a tremendous sense of fulfillment out o f my

work as ohcfcrman of the Production committee.

I have the power

to Infliterice a, /great many people with.my two assemblies a week/

that ~ am vising it better than it has ever been used.

b of O’ -a .
. .: cot r.oc'. t bhi'O? Isam" ih/id of the rest of the class
iv French and was beginning to get bored, with the course.

I

explained this to my teachers, so they gave me a book to read
I am forced to read, very slowly in it, as it has

in French.

proven too difficult for any of the French IV students to tackle.
I have also acted, as the teacher in two French classes,

The

teachers briefed me on the lessons to be covered, corrected
the flaws 'in may accent (Madame'Ohahtcau'-seys that it .is almost

perfect), and allowed no to
at-all.

ach .the classes. ;<ithout any ho Ip

Bonny McDougal, who went ,to: loa'.,/ uu '
this summer,

.J.

P’O-xU

held a meeting at nex- nouso ro'*-

in participating in this program next year,

I attended this

meeting' 'and sen t in my prellmlnary appllc'? I.:’

two d ays ago

I have .become good frelnde with this ye r.'i loreig/' student.

Shells-Daryl Hoss, from South .'Met .

db.e is very intelligent

and-mature, and I am.probably going to have her over for dinner
next week,

■.Mjjr-make•.friends and influeuce people" campaign is coming

along well.. As I said before, I was elected, chairman, of a
booth, but by unanimous vote, which is very unusual.

I've

gai recieved tons of complements for my clothes and I ’m
getting along well with everybody.

I've got the word from

the "grape-vine" that about three girls are "mak&ng a play”

for me and. it’s becoming increasingly obvious that this is
the case.

I hope that your social life is coming along well

too.

The first meeting of 1,5.M.S. took.place the other night.
John Hyman, Hpadl.ey Tashenberg, and I all. went.

We found it

jTUfte dull because it .was on phases, of symbolic logic which

we already knew, but we hone that.lt will get better..
This suv-i'oi", 1 had the idea of using.'

pcml discussions

in 'assembly/to r-also ."■ utst i,: isrtAir .’.ape

of the school

that needed, mere attention.

At first I thought that a program

of this kind would be impossible, but when I found that it

had been done with success in some other schools in the country,
I decided to try it.

Consequently, a. panel discussion on

"is the student Council Neccesary" is planned for two weeks

from today.

I am'excited about this program for two reasons;

if it goes over well and accomplishes it;-; rnppse, it will

denions.uite teat the cha? .rman of the production Sommittee

has .a. Job more important thaupany other in the school;, and
I hope that it will revive interest in th? council and make
it a more dynamic boay/thu.n x-c.

All in all, this is shaping up as the most exciting
I've ever spent in school. Hie potential of my position

year

as chairman of. the Production Committee and ay special
program. of studies is tremendous' rod I hops to get as mush

as I can from them,
I hope that Swarthmore is treating jiou as well as
Park is treating me.

Give my .regards to Marina, and write

me all about your experiences.

l
p.s.

Forgive the sloppy English and typing, I'm writing amld.st

a million distractions.

Friday

Dear Janet;
As usual, I was very pleased, to recieve your last letter.
Another glorious weekend, is here, in which I have planned

to 3.0 tons of work, but will actually get less than ten hours
worth of 'work done. (That "glorious" was semi-sarcastic.)
goes on as usual around here. All homework managestto be

Life
completed

at 10:50 each night, leaving just enough time for a half hour
walk.

This letter has lain in the typewriter for two and a half
'lbw,
friYrS't <5UU>
^a.v<A-g
k, S/.
hours, whilee I talked to Doug Sirkin. He said to send you his
regards.

In one of his experiments, he was exposed, to 37,0C0

counts of radiation a minute a few weeks ago.

Fortunately, he

suffered no ill effects, but his genetic constitution has probably
been seriously altered.

That happened to Marina and Tim? you didn't mention them

in your last letter.

Sue Speiser asked me to tell you to tell

Marina that she will write as soon as her thesis is finished.

This will probably be this Monday.

I was chosen to be one of the six final applicants from ?ark
to

the A.F.S..

I may

wi nd

As you. are

(social ly )

social

11 fe

pace t ty

vein on
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going inboody

my

to

that
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famlliliar with
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out

with
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confidence suddenly
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you have

sex ,
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go i ng

to

wex'e

some ,

t ah©

going,

reason ,

out wo. a

Pennsylvania sophomore , b.T"L
Although I ixm still getting

along on good, terms with many of the girls at school, it is no
longer the same.

IiamoSctualljrr&fraid. to ask out the girl who

1 would, most like to.

Although we kid. around, a lot and have fun

together, she is so good, looking and has such a pleasant personality

that she could, go out with much nicer boys.
is slightly ta.ller than I am.
that girls do.

Not only that, she

You see, boys have the .same problems

If you would, like to know a little more about

your position and. rights in the battle of the sexes, read the
preface to G.B. Shaw's "Man and Superman", this should only

take about fifteen minutes.
Gordy sounds like a good kid.

Don't start worrying about

marriage so soon, most men prefer girls like you as wives anyway.

If you don't know any boys who would, take you out, get to know

some.

Don't chase them, but show them that you're not disinterested

in them.

After a few months, you'll get used to working at capacity.
i'he only reason that you are having trouble doing this how, is

that you were not worked hard enough at Sem.

Its obvious that

you have the capabilities to do the work at Swarthmore, if you
didn't you wouldn’t be there,
of cLesponcl" .
Good

6 (a.

luck,

y iv~

Your greatest enemy is "the slough

Friday

Dear Janet;

As usual, I was. very pie:sed to redeye.a post-cs.rd from

’.you. the other day.

i.realize that you will be too busy to
i-Ue-Se-^i
wri te to -me for a couple of months, so this card. sent(before
f A.

■ you got to school, was especially gratifying’.
This has been an extremely busy week for me. too.

The

courses which I am taking are: French I; Fnglxs’n; inUn»dlat«
Algebra; and Physics. I talked to Mr-. Halpern, the teacher
who is going to be helping me in my extra-curricular studies
program, about what I am going.to be doing.

I will take mbe.t of senior math (advanced tri

He says that

t advanced

algebra., -elementary calculus) plus "..ore advanced calculus
and advanced physics.

Mr. Halpern -is also ray Fhysi.es and.

Math teacher in my regular courses.
If my entire year is like this past week, I may never

get through it alive.

I had four hours' of homework every

night this week and twice I didn't get home until 7:30
because of soccer scrimages.

Besides this unusually heavy

load of homework, I have had to devote about twenty minutes

a day to niy duties as chairman of the.production committee.

then I- start on advance brig. next week, tile load will
be even heavier.

It begins to look as if I will not have,

time to be chairman'and faculty advisor to the Model U.N,
again this year.

From the way it looks from the first two French-tests,
I ought to come out with the. highest mark in the class in ■

.French, and from the homework, I would say that I will definitely,
do the same in Physics.
Doug Sirkln got into a bad accident, last week.

He

was sitting in his Renault, waiting at a stop light, -when

a tractor trailer that had lost its brakes came plowing into

him.

It threw the Renault ( rith Doug in it) 100 feet (no

exageration), when it landed, it bounced another twenty five"

feet and then stopped.

Doug wag badly shaken, but he came

out with only some bad bruises.

The car was entirely demoliiaed

though, so he got an '. .1. (English sports-car) to replace it.
French class' is absolutely tremendous.

Remember me.

telling you that I would like.a language course where you
learned the language by speaking It?
we have.

That Is exactly what

/e have two teachers, one American and one French.

First the American teacher says a phrase in ^fjgllsh which'
the French teacher pronounces it in French, then the class

repeats what the French teacher said,

we are tested orally,

'.then we are tested,

'Alls way out accent can be tested

as well as out vocabulary of words and phrases.

take, place in the Language Lab.

Our classes

This room is equipped with

16 acoustically isolated booths, equipped with earphones and
a volume control.

Using .this equipment, we repeat out words

and phrases from a record while the teachers give individual

help. These methods work exceptionally well, and we are expected
to be able to speak and read French well by the end of the year.

Later on in the year, after we are able to carry on limited

conversations in .French, we will concentrate on spellin and
grammar.

Mr. Meyer (the assistant head-master) said that if

I did enough reading in French over the summer to be able to
pass the French two test, I can take Frencbthree next year.
I am also going to take a twelve week course in Russian this
year, if I can manage it.

If I do. this and study some Russian

this summer I may be able to get' credit for Russian I.

twelve week course is being offered in the afternoons.

The

Give my regards to Marina

P, S',

I’m writing-for my application forms to Swarthmore

Sunday A,M,

Dear Janet;

I shouldn't really De writing to you because of the tons of

homework around, but this weekend, has been so exciting that I

HAD to write to you.

This is the first time that I have had to

myself since Wednesday.

Thursday night, there was a sub-production

committee meeting (the sub-production committee chooses the Production).

It seemed more like a pizza party than anything else.

GTlitTtinTe

This was the annual Park-Harley Weekend.

Sa-gas-I had a boy from Harley, a. school just outside of Rochester,
over Friday night.

Friday night there was a variety show at school

which was followed by a dance.

After the

goth were tremendous.

dance, about a dozen of us went to the"Limelight", a beatnick coffee

I got to know almost all of the forty

house near the G-rovesnor.

kids here from Harley at the dance and I danced with almost all of
the Harley girls.

7

Saturday morning, there were discussion groups,

I was the moderator of the

each discussing a different topic.

"What Is A Beatnick" group.

Thirty students from Cambridge School,

a school near Boston, participated in the discussions.

down because their headmaster is out ex-headmaster.

leave, especially two of the girls.
to

Jim

Townsend,

the

boy

At one o'clock,

I was very sorry to see them

after lunch, the Harley kids left.
good-bye

They came

I jumped on the bus to say

wUoi was

staying with
wltti m® 9
staylno;

about 20 kids on the bus said, good-bye to me by name.

cvoh

After Harley

left, we had a footbaltl game with Cambridge for which I took movies .

After the football game, the Cambridge kids wanted to go to see

Niagara Falls.

Four of us from Pork went with them.

On the way

back, I sat with a girl named Sue some-thing-o r-o the r.
me of you in a number of ways.

and intelligent,

She reminded

She was nice looking, very perceptive

and. had. beautiful blue eyes.

She talked suite

candidly of herself and her school.

She lived in Europe when

she vias very young and went to school in England until about second

Her attitudes were very New Englandish.

grade.

She impressed

me as being lonely and a bit insecure for some reason.
Ye got back from the falls at about 11.

The kids were staying

at the Sheriton Hotel, so we went up to there rooms for about an
hour.

.'Then I saw Sue later in the evening at one of these get-togethers

in the rooms, she seemed quite changed.

She had covered up her

insecurity with a shield, much as you do, but herjj shield was one

of sophistication.
You mentioned that my last letter cheered, you up; this one

I've been getting the impressions that various people

will not.

have had of you during the past few months and during that time
3.

picture of your prima.ry fault has been slowly developing.

It

is simply this: your feelings of insecurity keep you from being
yourself when you are in certain situations.

You project a shield

You try to figure put how you should act, and

to protect yourself.

you do not really act spontaneously.

You may protest that this is

not the case, because a good deal of this action is probably not

conscious.

The impression of the people who have seen only this

sheild is that you are immature, flippant, and shallow.

The Impression

of those who have seen you . for example mike and. me, Vias been
quite

tho

oppoclto.

Von.

aay

Xn your

to mess things ia.jp constantly,

to blame.".
your shield,

lotter,"! liavo

procsoded.

anci. Have only my own Immature

It Is not y ourself, hut your projection your ima^e 5

that is to blame .

advice a million ti mes,

bvt don't try to .

You have pr'o'ba'b'Ly tie a.nd.

but it is extremely true;

be yourself,

I didn't make my point to clear, but T will

be able to see you in a few vrseks and. talk to you.

Regards to Marina and Tim . Take care of yourself ,
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Sunday

Janet:
First, thank you very, very much for arranging for me

to visit}

I had a fabulous time.

(Fabulous is a word that

seems to be worming Its way into everything I say these days).

I’ve dfecided to write my senior thesis on Catholic Dogma-'

as Poetic Symb&llsm.

Its not due until next year, but I'll

probably start to work on it as soon as I finish reading
Che day of All Flesh.

I've been reading that book for two

months now (this is the third reading) and I still don't

think that I've got the main point.

If anybody around there

has any ideas on this thesis topic,or knows of any books on

the subject, I would appreciate hearing about it.

Also, if

you get a chance, could you plee.se ask Jim what the name of

the book is that he gave me to read that had the 7 page essay

by Santayana in it.

Also ask him if he knows of any other

works of Santayana's on the thesis topic.
I think that I left that copy of Florence's poem that I

mode

in your room.

If you see it around., could you send it

to me .
For a while, all of the people there had me convinced, that

I could actually get in to Swarthmore, but as soon as 1 scot home,

I began to feel the impossibility of the situation.
You would, probably be interested, in one of the boys in

my philosophy class who I am becoming friends

rundown

Here's the

His name is Al and. he's from India, but he’s of

British descent.

He's 19, very intelligent and. he's only

been in this country for a little over a year.

Last year

be went to Williams College (rated, one of the top small colleges
in the U.S.) and sustained, a B- average, but he quit.because
he couldn't stand, the place.

Amherst is one college like

.lilliams: the atmosphere is the "cram and. memorize
than the kind you have at Swarthmore.

H

kind, rather

Sil is working as an

insurance broker and taking courses at U. B. so that he can
earn enough money to go to Stamford College in California nest
year.

He is taking pre-med and his main interest is in chemistry.

He was close to winning the title of Flywhight Champion of the

World at one time£_his best friend was flyweight chainnj) but
he's given up boxing and now he skis

I have known him for

such a short time that its tough to tell whether or not he

radiates, but I think he does.
Yesterday we (John Hyman, Jeff Meileman, myself) went

skiing.

It was probably the best skiing day that we have

had all year, ’twas gorgeous.

Friday night the cat got a fish-hook caught in her mouth.
Didi tried to extract it, but to no avail.

The poor beast's

at the vfet's until tomorrow.
Tell Florence that I'll send her the book on reincarnation
as soon as I can, but please find out whether or not she said

that she wanted to read it out of sheer politeness;

I don't

want to burden her with $hat she doesn't have time to read.
Give ray regards to Florence, Marny, and everyone else.

’■.rrite soon
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Friday

Janet,

Another eventful week has passed, and again I find myself

on the brink of the usual weekend depression.

Here are the highlights of the week:

Tuesday we took

National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Tests; I

finished four

out of five parts and I think that I did pretty well in all
but the first part.

This

Wednesday ns had try^outs for the Production.

ear the Production is in three parts: a one act play,

a short Gilbert and. Sullivan operreta, and some dancing.

I

tried out for the play and captured the major role, but more

about that later.

Thursday morning we took the test for the

National Math Contest-, John Hyman came in first in the school,
I came in fourth.

student council.

Today we had nominations for officers of the
Bradley Tashenburg and Jane Traeger nominated.

me for President, but I don't have much of a chance of being
elected to that office.

Tomorro--’ we take College Boards and

O

I hope I'll do well on that.

G

Before I go any farther, I want to remind you that your

depression is un .justified.

It's easy enough to see what he.s

caused it, but those same causes bring most Freshmen at Swarthmor
into your state.

Marny seems to be going through the same

<r
Jr

feelings of inadequacy that you are at the moment.

It is

your intelligence and Joie de vivre that make you unique and

worthy of whatever you achieve, including being at Swarthmore.
It is now5:250 Saturday.

I had to stop writing last night

because I had to go to my philosophy class.

As usual,it was

interesting but Al and. I spent most of our time discussing

things between ourselves.

V

Thia morning we had. College Boards,
did. pretty well.

and. I think that I

I finished the first four parts, but I did.

not finish the last part.

This does not matter anyway because

the last part was experimental and. does not go on the score.

After the exams were over, John came over for the afternoon.

Among other things, we went over my part in the play, which
I have to have memorised by Monday.
The play la ca-lled Sha.ll '!e Join the Ladies it's about

J?

7

--- ------------ -——X

a man who s brother has been killed (that’s me) and who invites

all the suspects of the murder to his house for a house party.
The play takes place on the last night of the party when

the host reveals his reasons for inviting his guests.

The

audience never finds out who the murderer actually is and a
vote will be taken after the play to see who they think it is.
I'm beginning to develops religious concepts and to become
religious, although I am remain an atheist.

to discuss when you get home for vacation.

This we will have
'.Then will you get

home for vacation?

Give my regards to everyone, esp. Marny and Florence.
theer un.
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Friday

Dear Janet,:
I recieved, among other things, the poetry that you sent.

There is an element in it that excited me a great deal.

I hate

to say this, hut despite this outstanding element (probably

something of your soul, not in the hackneyed sense of the word.)
it is not terribly good poetry.

Please don't get me wrong,

this one element, is fabulous ,

is the element that distinguishes

an artist from a draftsman, but the technical mastery that allows

the fullest communication of this element is missing.

Perhaps

through an impersonal crltlsizm of the technical errors in

your poems I can learn something for myself.
In the first poem, first line, the alliteration is good.
(Ours the unwashed, sands, beside a waterless _sea) The first

two lines are good; they set the scene for a meter that suggests
the sea.

The meter scheme, however, is not kept.

All of your

poems lack meter, but this lack is most important in the first
poem.

The wording of the last line seems clumsy.
Poetrjr is like music, but it is more eloquent.

It appeals

to the soul, that is th the emotions as well as the mind,
through rythm, sometimes rhyme, and always thrpng.h the flow

and sound of its vorda .

Tt is the sound of* the vrorcls that
can arouse certain feelings and. evoke moods.
This is why the
first poem is so good .
first line of the iir*su
At th© next level ,
poetry communicates through imagery.

your Imagery is

very good.,

In

the ika.st

tvro poems

but the clumsiness of many of the

lines detracts from the value.
Keep writing’

?Zhat

comes

out despite your

skills Is extremely encouraging.

lack of technical

1 think that this has been the best week of the whole
year.

Monday morning, partially thanks to a program which

two of the teachers gave on Camus, I felt existentialism

for the first time.

Although it is usually interpreted as

a pessimistic philosophy, it has begun to give my life a

little purpose.
I have also started to work organizing a philosophy
seminar.

TYir*©©

teachers

are interested. in the i ea and

the only problems are to find some more students who would

be interested, and able to participate, and to make sure that
the teachers have enough time to be in the thing.

John Hyman

is interested in being in it,but we still need one or two
more students .

John Hy-man and another one of the kids from school are
going to be taking a course in Calculus at U.S. this semester.
I'm either going to be taking a course in Educational Philosophy

of The Highlights of Philosophy, Mr. Chapin is looking into it

to see which is best for me.

One of the girls at school has the problem of getting rid
"but who calls her up every other
of a boy whom she doesn’t like but
night.

He is tall, good-looking, a basketball player at U.B.,

And is well liked, by most girls.

This one doesn’t like him

because he la the average shallow boy who doesn’t know what
he's going to college for.

I like this girl a lot, but our

relationship is strictly Platonic.

Unfortunately it can’t

be otherwise as she is taller than I am, good looking, and.
my age, which means that she can go out with boys a lot better

than me.

Anyway, what do you suggest for her problem^

How was your trip to Maryland?

I'll write again as soon as I know the specific details of

my visit.

X

Monday

3 ane t •,
”Busy"

seems to be the password around heressince school

ata.rt.ei .
Last week we sot our P.S.A.T.

Aptitude Tests')

scores back.

(Preliminary Scholastic

These tests are rated. Just like

the college boards except the scores go between 20 and. 80 Instead
of 200 and SSO.John (Hyman) got his scores first;

71 on verbal and. 72 on math.

they were

I got my scores the next day(I

had. been skiing with the school ski ghoup when the rest of the

class got their scores); they were 68 on math and 70 on verbal.
This gave me the second, highest marks in the school, John was first.

These scores are supposed to go up 4 points in your senior year

and nine points for the College Boards.

This means that I should

get between 730 and. 780 on my college boards.

While we're playing games, I'll guess that Gordy helped to

pull you out of youi* depression.

Am I right?

Hope you do get

to take "Hist, of Phil" next "semes." , you should get a lot out of
it if you get a chance to discuss what your learning.
No killing of idiots. The power to kill is unsafe in the
hands of* man,
human

no matter who's being killed.

The value of a

life is something we could spend hours over, esp. if an

id lot really has a

life"

If we have to eliminate undesirable

elements or surplus people in the human race , it should be through
birth control through education, not murder.
Yesterday I went skiing all day long. I w?s going to write

to you after dinner but I almost fell asleep while eating so
I went to bed as soon as I finished, my homework.

I'm going into training to write poetry.

To do thia I'm

going to start with excercises in which I'll employ aimpie description^
hoping to Team to be able to

in this medium,

then I

express myself well without effort

can work on conveying ideas and emotions.

■First exercise , description of an aqua.ri um ;

All the water Jungle is at peace.
A. silent world. , a world. of awful grace,

Austerely sober, yet sometimes grotesque.

A fish, suspended in the water clear,

Wriths o'er the reeds and grasses, as in air.

It's movement, softly swaying to and fro,

Betokens ease, and soft, untroubled poise.

The stoic snails slide slowly through the leaves

In panoply they ply their painful way.
Unhurried., sure, they glide along a track

Of portable, unfelt security.

Then suddenly a savage movement snaps
The foliage back along the silent track.

As human fingers suddenly attack
To snare a fish for other Jungle homes.

The action of the hunted1s sure and swift;
It darts below the rocks along the wall.
But soon the fingers pry away the stones

And. leave the fish ther^ naked to the net.

In air the fish becomes a morbid, clown;
No longer graceful in his heavy flops.

.But soon he lives in water once again
And undulates beside another wall.

After I talked with you and Marny, I formulated, a theory
on Hamlet’s dilemma based on the proposition that Hamlet was
I wrote a paper

the victim of repressed. Oedipus tendencies.

on this for English, over ei^ht hours of writing for a three

page paper.

I was given an A, this is only the second A that

•my English teacher has given ' out'^-adj.^. year.

What did I do wrong on my drivers test? the tester was
so disgusted that he checked almost everything.
I won’t be able to go out on any more dates this year because
my

does not allow it.
financial situation dose

Skiing costs

"Uv a. week,

I get three dollars allowance, and I would like to ski trace a week.
ihis means that it will b© impossible for me to take out Cindy,

despite the fact that I really want to.
he had a mot>y on "Chinese Art" the other day at arts discussion
club the other day.

Actually so many people came that it was

s. mess, but I was having a very interesting discussion of philosophy
with three girls.

One of them I like a lot but she is taller

than I am as well as being nice looking and I am afraiddto try to

take her out (Oh, well'.

!an't afford to anyway.).

sitting talking when a girl came along who has been
P lay " for me and invited herself into my lap.

Anyway, I was
fi

making a

She’s short, cute

and intelligent, but her constant presence is annoying.

1 tried

my best to ignore her and keep discussing, but she did her best
to draw my attention to other matters.

What in the world, do you

do in a case like that?
As soon as I can I've got to write to Swarthmore and tell

them I'm coming.

Now I've got to get back to homework and.

Production committee work
for Evaluation).

(4>' m working like

a dog to prepare

Hope your getting along very well with. Gordy
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Saturday

Osar Janet,

This week has probably 'been my most productive one all
year .

I

and

Lester Saft

thei

system Lndependant of
would
YioiiQVor ,

t>®
not

vjould.

Under

counc^T•

try

© 3 tabll slaecl.

<3.1 s c 1 p"Ll nar\y .

t>©

tha_plan9

are working on

til©

for’ a

plan ,

a

Judicial

Jud iclal

prl mazy rune tl on „
ItiS
cas ® s It would, attempt to discover

the patterns into which individual offences fit, to find the
causes for these patterns, and then to evolve positive means
Almost all of the junior boys

of coping with these causes.

are backing the plan.
Three of the A. ?. 3. candidates have been eliminated.
The three of us left are John Hyman, Hilary Harty, and myself.

There is a vague possibility that two, or even three, of us
may get to go overseas on the program.
John

Last week we took the Time current events test.

Hyman and I tied for highest score in the school on this, so

we will probably split the prize'..

Thursday morning, I played, a Shelley Berman record in
Berman,in case you haven't heard him,

Assembly.
funny

I was

comedian.

have
Unrart-uno. te ly ,

put

on

the

wrong

" suggest!ve".
of one

a nd

or

made

e.

th©

these

sh or t

been given

first.

Meyer,

portions,

speach

as

trie

took
to

committee

for it.

opera.ting the record

player

ancL to my

to me

pe r*s o n wh o

piece

Mr.

is a very
of th e y 'cinume jo adol. e

playing tha record becnuce

was

This

piece

Is ,

In many

assistant head-master,

the

arm

of

the

done

30 .

off

why he had

places,
in the mid st

record, player
X mad.e

a

statement expressing the Production Committee’s attitude in.
playing the record, and

a rather hot debate ensued, "oetvieen various

members of the faculty and the student body

it was a mess

0

General ly s peak!ng,

Many of the students upheld, my point of view 5

but many were against it.

The nest day, Mr. Meyer appologized

for what he had done and I admitted, that I was partially wrong.
Things were settled amicably.
Last night, Mike and I went down to the Jazz Center and

spent an&- enjoyable evenin'; there.

Among other things that

happened., Mike beat me at two games of chess.
I will be arriving at Swarthmore on February 18, at either
8:25 or $:25 P.M. by train. I have an appointment for an Interview
at 2 o'clock the following day. Unfortunately, Marny left town
before I was able to contact her to make more plans.
IW

Have you

C, t V£

arranged for me to stay with one of the boys^yet?

How was Maryland?
has been by postcard

The only news that has arrived. so far
How is your Philosophy course?

'.■/hat is

this thing that made you so happy a couple of weeks avo?
have me utterly confused as to what it could be.

See you soon..,

You
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Saturday

Janet:
I am vrrlting to you today despite the fact that I wrote

to you yesterday.

I just recleved the most tremendous letter

I ever got from you.

I t

was really Janet

100%.

I'd like

to use every advective in my vocabulary to describe it but

I haven’t the room.

It seems as if we 're both having an

exhilirating experience at school this year,

is one flaw however, you're semi^bad mood.

its® There
Here we go

for some advice on each point

Point 1.; It is impossible for me to forget you. (He
says in the mock anger usually reserved for old English

Colonels•)

That Tim and Marina have been going out with each other

seems absolutely tremendous.

Mainly because I liked Tim the

first time I talked to him and the same with Marina.

A pair

Victory at last.

or radiators finally got together.
Who is the Dutch lithograph by?

While on the subject of

art; I'm going through a series of revelations as far as art

is concerned.

It all started with my seven days spenttwith

Provincetown
"beatnick" artists in Province
town.

With. tYiei-X* aid. T began

to look much deeper Into the meaning of paintings and otYiex*
art-ivorks than I had ever done before.

Last week, John Hyman

showed^ a book of photographs by Edward. Weston (see if you can

find some books with his

stuff).

They were the first time

that I had ever seen photography that was art.

They were

absolutely tremendous and they led me into a search for form

in everyday things that has been devouring me.

Since then

I have been doing a lot of serious sketching and 1 have been

discussing art with anyone who knows anything about it.

See if

yon. can get a copy of the "Aperture" magazine dedicated to Edward

Weston, maybe Tim can help you.

Pay special attention to the

picture of the two shells and the picture of the pepper (you

know, pepper, as in green pepper, the vegetable).

find them tell me your reaction.

If you can

Here is mine; erotic, sensous,

and. with superb form.
Who Is "the other me".

If he's what you say he is,

I'd

like to meet him some time.

On the subject of owing letters, I owe Dave Krantz, Mike,

and Phil letters.
From my close freindships with "bodos" I would advise
thusly; attempt to find out why they think you inferior to

them, attempt to understand there point of view, then act
with your findings in mind.

If they are like the "beatnicks"

I have known (who were all about ten years older and more mature
than those at Swarthmore), they probably do realize something

very important that you do not.

If we have time during Thanksgiving

vacation, I will try to explain it to you.

As far as dates are concerned, you have probably started
going on them by the time you recieve this letter.
I can't wait to hear a.bout youiJ’t special weekend.
GJ. Vo
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THE STOIC
("I am the master of my fate
I am the captain of rny soul."
W.E. Henley)

The night was black,

The air was frozen bone,
When he fell from a swollen womb

To face a life alone.

He grew from frozen night to day.
The green gold sunshine of his youth
./armed, and wakened sleeping sight.

Ke thirsted after heady brew,
Sheltered from the coming night.

But drinking soul digested shielding frames,

Plunged him into dark, sharp cold and pain.
All around was black and vertigo.

Fleeing, frozen foam of endless depth,
ducking, tearing to-ward the pit of death.

Helpless heart transfixed by fear.
Flooded soul with nauseous knowledge filled.

Learned to swell to hold the large truth tear,
ooked to see and sort its many parts.

His aim became to clutch at swirling

foam,

To make the Holy formless mirror him,

To navigate its searing crags and peaks

Forcing aimless forces to his whim.

Taught senses overcame the void;
Ohl11 and black was warmth and light,
Sx^-jX
As willfull struggling
proclaimed
The esstasy of night.

Howard. .31oom

SaiixKdajc

Saturday,11:30 P.!'.

Janet:
It1 a late , and I just returned from seeing lEoom At The

Too.with John.

1 had. to write to tell you to see it again

if you can get a chance.

The emotional impact was twice

ae great on me this time as it was when I saw it with you
last summer.

Maybe it's because of more emotional maturity

or the fact that it was al "Lowed, to r-umj nat.e Ln m3X- ■Yyut -tVii-e
time the movie was so powerful that I can't describe it.

My emotions were involved every minute, and at the end
I could do nothing but sit and. stare at the screen, resentfull
of the other peonle aro nd me who were getting up to leave

as if the movje had only been something which had occupied
their time for an hour.

For me, it was as if the movie

had been a part of my life, and you just don't get up
and disivolve yourself from yourself without a great deal

of trouble.
I wrote a poem this afternoon.

I like^the^magery,

but it becomes confused because the poem is a hopeless

Jumble of free and rythmic verse.

Here it is: (when I

put this down I only wish that I were as prolific and
good a poet as you are: "I wrote A poem")

Anyway, it is almost poetry.
I’ll send this short letter off with the procrastinator

card that I got this morning and haven't mailed yet.
You'll be hearing from me, as I said in the procrastinator
note, in a full size letter as soon as my energyi.and spare

time both come to me at the same time.
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ROME

ITALY
Please Forward.
If Neccessary

July 8,9

Janet:
We. spent the evening discussing

Mike just came over.

relativity and a number of problems which he gave me.

I’ll

give you some of them, even though you probably will not.have
time to solve.them.

1.

On Pogo island, there are two kinds of natives

'The

black ones always lie and the white ones always tell the
th© truth.

An Englishman who had lost his monocle

(he

was barely able to see without it) was wandering about

the. island when he came upon three of the natives

asked the first one what color he. was
replied.Ixiyeistc

9

He

and the first native

The Englishman asked the second

native to translate .what the first one had. said and
the answer he got was

:i

He say...that he white

The third

native became infuriated, and while wildly . jumping; up

and down, pointed at the. second native, shouting."He

big fat liar".
What color was the third, native.

2.

I have eight coins.

I know that one of them is

counterfit and weighs more than the others,. Mow can

I find which is the counterfit in only two weighings.
(using a scale in which two weights are balanced against

each other, a balance)
I promised your mother that tomorrow morning, I will..
pay Helene a visit, so I’ll continue this letter after., that
(unless I think of something that I want'to write about before

then,)
I just heard that you had a heat wave todjiy (July 8) with

temperatures of up to 100 degrees.

Just got back from work.

hour and a half this morning.
house) and talked.
a bit.

I saw Helene for about an
We played, records (at your

I also talked with, her father quite

Helene looks better with both her eyes black and blue

and her nose all bandaged, than she does, in her normal condition,
she ought to be good looking when the bandages come off.
I’ll probably see her some more while she is here.

I gave the problem about the three natives to Tom Klien

and it took him about three hours to figure it out.
out

-bPio

geometry

problem that

&av© mo

I
yesterday.

I also gave all three problems to Barbara, ‘but, slie did not

figure them out.

Dr. Grossberg (the doctor under whom I

am working) gavo me a problem which I figured out.

I gave

11 to Mike, he is still working on it.
Barbara > Tom, Mike, and. I ate lunch together today

Mike and I are planning a aeries of seminars to include;
Mike,myself, John Hyman, Brian Stuart, and Paul Whatshisname
(the guy who is going with Sandy Short).

Paul may be eliminated

or someone else may fee added, we'll see how it works out.
Today I managed to knock over some radio-active solution,

A. typical Howard, feat.
Mike drove me home again today.

He may come over later

on o

I started to listen to that Mendelssohn record that you
were so wild about this morning, but Helenas parents had to

take her to the doctor^ shortly after I put it on the record
player, so I didn’t got to hear too much of it.

Helene’s parents

drove me mast of the way to work, because they were driving
Helene to the doctor’s office anyway.

Mike just called » he is on his way over.
Mike is here 'J he has sent you this message s Since ray

English aptitude is very poor, I will not send you any message
as it will come out stupidly.".

He still has not figured out

the problem which Dr. Grossberg gave me.
Mike Just left.

We spent the whole night (it is now

9:50, Mike came at $:00) working on three problems which
were given in an article in the "Scientific American".

We did. not- solve any of, them i as a matter of fact, we did
not get anywhere near a solution 0

I consulted Mike about

a problem I have concerning you^which I will take up.with

you when you get back.
I spoke vzitli nidi a, li ttle while ago«

Site say ’ s
Stie

Helene1 a bandages will come off on Monday and -that, the Hagels

are staying out at the farm until then 9

Mom Just called from Albany, she and. dad are going to
be home in a little while.

good news.

I don't find this particularly

I’ve enjoyed being by .myself here, and for some

reason, I find my mothers .presence oppressive.

’.Then she is

around, I become self-conscious, however, when she is not

around, I have more self-confidence.

For example, if my

mother was home, I would never have been able to work up

the nerve to go over and visit Helene.
Have fun in Rome, and try to see some of the night life
of the more modem Romans.
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July 15

Janet
We did not do anything at the institute today.

saw

your mother's car parked in front of the General Hospital
all day.
I ate lunch with Sue Getman (she sends her regards)
Mike, and Eleanor Something-or-other (a friend of Mike’s).
Last night, when Mike' and I were baby-sitting, I read iny cousins(whom

■I was baby*sittlns for) a book called “Harold and hie Purple
crayon".

in this

book,

Harold Is

a little boy who creates his

own universe by drawing it with a purple crayon.

This is

obviously s. very solopsist oriented plot, and we discussed it

at luhch.

I was finally able to confirm my suspicion that a

girl whom I have seen wandering around the institute in sandals
long ear-rings, and a long pony tail (typical beatnik garb)

.According to Sus, she. is a very friendly. girl.
I think that I would like to get to know her. I have nefcer

is beat.

hah contact with anyone heat

She looks like she is about

twenty years old.
I forgot to tell you this yesterday; HAPPY BASTILLE
DAY.

How did you like the celebrations while you were in
Mike and

I have

bhio date for out
s©minar for -tYils
Mike , Brian Stuart, PtilT Pox'qYi,
J ohm Hyman, and
going to be the 2?© •
We a.r»@ going to have it at Brian'
sot.

Friday„
a.r’e

house 9

wiilct! is

Fhl1 gave

in

me

Clarencao

a preview of how he

athelaa apart, at dinner tonight.
officially at the seminar (

tearing anyway).

was

He Is

going to tear
to do the tearing

or he thlnka he is going, to do some

Using two radios, I have set up a ster&o system in my room like
the one that I set up last night.
Mike came over tonight.

First we called up Brian and had

a three way conversation which was very unproductive.

After

that, we spent the rest of the night trying to solve another

problem from the Scientific American.

•fe did not solve It.

After another half- hour's work, I solved, the problem.

I just discovered (it is now 12 F.K. j that Mike's reason for
excluding a formula which derivedtwas incorrect.,

I Vi11 never

trust one of Mike's reasons again unless he can prove its
validity.
July 16

At 1 A.M. this morning, while I was trying to sleep. ar

poem began to form in my mind.

I switched on the lights. grabbed

a piece of paper and a pencil, and ■'wrc.te it down.

it over now, I.realize that it is not to good.

As I read

Its structure

is too obvious and its treatment of the subject is too melodramatic.

Despite this, I am sending you a copy.

me how you like it.

Please tell

Is it as good as the things that Allen

used to write?
I’ll writs again tonight.
P.S. Yesterday we saw the first half of a film showing, open
heart surgery.
It was extremely interesting, All of the time

that the surgery was going on, the heart continued to beat.

MOSAIC DEPTHS

The depths of the forest, dark and cool

Asleep in its center lies a pool.
The pool itself is dark and. deep

This pool we seek is now the human mind,
Its enigmatic waters, through the
Deepened t>y experience,

y©n.ra ,

Joy and tears .

Two depths seeking contact, grope and find
Another depth, another mind,
Toward each other, toward, fulfillment go
Make contact, though attempting to unite,

Still seperate for the doubts that cloud, their depths

The minds, barely apart, will yet be one,
For oneness is their birth, a blazing sun.

P.S»

The woman from Mastman's just called and said

that someone had entered my name on a slip for a drawing there

and that I won a carrier of Goke

r

I
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Janet:

I really can’t tell you how happy I

I just got your card-.

The card was typical .Janet,

was to resieve it.

to change, but only in maturity,

I do want you

7I wouldn’t’ want you to change’

your type of personality.

Mom.and dad are horns.

Mom says that I can continue to eat

dinner at Rowell, which is what I want to do.
Don't get fat, I like you "thin".
We didn’t accomplish anything at the Institute today,

I

ate lunch with Mike and Dr. Park (one of the Doctors at the
0

Institute) and Phil

0

.13 spent, most of the time discussing

non- EUc 11 de an ge time t r 1 s e

Dr. Grossberg is practically a professional problem .solver.

I gave him the problems that Mike and I were having'so much

trouble with yesterday.,, and he did not solve any of them (yet)..
I spent 'a. lot of the time with John Yokelsop (who goes to

Nichols) arguing Nichols versus Park.
.Mike drove me home again today.
(youri, mine and Mikes).

We discussed intelligences

He thinks that you are almost as mature

as he is, but that you may he more intelligent.

■wether he is as mature or intelligent as I am.

He Is not sure

I think that he

is as at least as mature and intelligent as I am and I think that
his intelligence is as high as yours.

What do you think?

Everybody on your trip couldn’t radiate.

I think that you

react primarily to the charm of a person’s personality,

For

example, Mike thinks that Paul whats-his-name definitely does
not radiate,

In. order to radiate, a person must have intelligence.

maturity, depth, must lack superficiality, must, be able to, or try
to communicate, and , if ypujare right, must like you a lot.
1”

I would like to thank you again for the post-card.

It mads

me happy to know that you think enough of me to write to me at

one o'clock in the morning.

Didi gays that she hasn’t gatten

a card from you yet.

Mike has not gotten any mail from Phil yet

Phil Fischer

that is.
If you do not get to bed until after one in the morning
your going to be awfully tired when you get back.

I hope

you spend some of your time recuperating during the evenings
in the backyard with me, reviewing your travels. If you
go out to.the farm a lot, I would, like to spend, some time

with you out there.

John Yokelson is working on quiet an ambitious project

In our department, we precipitate certain .anti-bodies out of
the blood with, reagent's.

The proccess which causes this

precipitation is. unknowns and John is trying to find out what

it ■ is,

He has a laboratory all to himselfs in which he can

work on this.

Todyy we saw a film on the peripheral circulation of the

blood which was very interesting

It had some unusual motion

pictures of the circulation of the blood in the

capillaries.

X have come to a conclusion. Something is wrong with
the lower school at Park. I am going to explore this point

further with Mr. Knopp.
I've just re-read parts of this letter, and I realized
that my language sounds stilted and formal.

I hope that you

’.ill realized that it is not intended to sound this way, but

that this is just my writing'style.

Janet;

Didi just got your first letter.

She says that it must

have been held up in New York because of Insufficient 'postage.
By placing a message through Mr. Knopp, I finally managed

to contact John.

He invited me up to the beach .next week-end.

After dinner, (cousin) David came, over to say good-by.

He is going back to California on Tuesday.
Job

there

with

blvo

Sduci.'iti. ori.-il

He hopes to get a

Tooting Service.

David, playod

a few of his original compositions on the piano for me, some

of them were very good.

I was supposed to baby-sit for my

uncle, and he was going to say good-by to him, so he drove

me over there

For this I made two dollars.
Did you do any gambling in Monaco?

I don’t know anything

about all of. these towns that you have been visltint between
Paris and Rome, so I can’t ask intelligent questions.

put down everything interesting.
Have a great time in Rome.

Just

PREMIER PHARMACEUTICAL CORP.
SUITE 601-602 - 17 COURT ST.

BUFFALO 2. NEW YORK

jjoward. Bloom
1350 Amherst
Buffalo N.Y.
U.
S.
A.
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Janet;

I just got home from work.
I did not write to you yesterday because there was nothing

to write.

I spent the whole day reading "How to Read a Book".

I have decided.that when I finish this book, I am going to make
■’

b

another attempt at Ulysses".
I spent the whole working day ■typing out filing cards... for

Dr. Grossberg.

I ate lunch with Mike and Dr. Park and Phil.. I must explain
what I mean by ate lunch.

When I say that I mean that vre ate

for fifteen minutes and discussed something for an hour and ac

quarter.

Today we discussed different universal ideas.

By universal

1 mean things like religion 5 scientific, attitudes (basic ones)
atheism, etc.

Dr. Park is a Pantheist (this means that he considers

that there is. no supernatural God but morel y the universe J which

itself is a God;, so ,we discussed Pantheism Versus (Blopmlstic)
Naturalism versus all. sorts of other ideas.

':ie then proceeded

to Cartesian dualism and ended up with Mike and I defending, our

idea of pre-determination.

Later on, Phil, Mike, and I started

to discuss Cartesian dualism again and wound up in a discusslan
of mental telepathy and other facets of E.S.F.. I convinced

Mike and Phil that we should stop arguing it theoretically and

start to experiment with it practically.

We decided to build

a psionies machine which I have had the plans for for a few

years.

We’re going to start to investigate with this and then

work up to the devices that Rhine has invented.

When you get home i will explain the results of out experiments
and the things that I am learning to you.

Many of them will help

you in college if you take philosophy or physics.
I called Mr. Knopp a little while ago and found out that

I am. supposed to take my math test in about an hour and a half,

wish me luck.
I feel less superficial tonight than I have felt in a

long time (since a couple of days before you left).

Does it

come out in my letter?-

Well, I have to study math now, 1*11 tell you all about

how badly I failed when I come home from Mr. KnSpp’s house.
I forgot to mention one thing.

Our studies of E.S.P.

(Extra Sensory Perception) will be ultimately aimed at revealing

the nature of the energy that constitutes it.

We want to find

out especially if this energy obeys Einstiens first law("No
action can be propogated at a speed greater than that oi‘ tight.'")
and wether or not it can fit in with our present views of the
physical universe.

I just returned, from Mr". Knopp's.
on my test.

I think that I did well

,i asked. Mr. Knopp if students at Park have less of

a chants of.getting into good colleges than'Nichols or Sem and
he said that with students of the same caliber, the same colleges

are reached.

Park gets their good students into good colleges

because they don’t send the poorer students to the better colleges,

or at least if they do, they do not tell the colleges that this
student will do well.
Four years ago a student got Into Swarthmore with a B

average.

My average is almost Bi so perhaps if I raise my'

. marks a little, I can get in.

Mr, Knopp says that my chances

of getting in are fairly good.
Helene’s new nose come put of the bandages today.

Didi

■called while I was gone to invite, me over to see it soil'll

probably see it tomorrow.

I think that your mother is trying

to use me as something to interest Helene while she. is in
Buffalo.

Its too bad. that she doesn't know that Helene is

only interested in boys, and you can hardly call me that.
Oh well, we can't all be human.
■

I just saw Helene's new nose.

It looks miserable.

Mr. Knopp called just after 1 saw Helene

He said, that I

got an 82$ on my test and all of my errors were mechanical in

nature.

For example, my subtraction of Logs was often wrdng and

sometimes, because of a slip of the eye, I started out with the

wrong Log to begin with-i

Ly mark for the. year was a BL

Tills

means that my marks were:

Latin
English

B4

Math

Bf

History

B-f

(Highest mark in the school, y-n t’rAn
course)

Biology

AJuly 14

:.Today at.the institute, I ran some melting point tests and.

made some crystals.

I ate lunch with Mike and Barbara.

Mike and

I worked, out the plans for out seminar.

I discussed epislmology and ontology again today with
Phil (epistlmology is the study of knowledge an its validity
while ont.ol.ogjr io the science of being or existence).

He thought,

. that by bringing out the Uncertainty principle, and quantum
nieehanj.es, he could ruin Mike’s and my theory of pro-dets-.■mlnatibn,

however I was already familiar with these ideas and so I was

able to kfe&p our idea of pre-determination intact...
Mike is coming over in a few minutes, and then I am going
.to baby sit..

I'll be back when all this is over.

Mike and I worked on a problem in the Scientific American.
He drove me to my baby-sitting job, and stayed there with me
for a while so that we could finish the problem.

dollars.

I made two

When Mike left, I decided to listen to some music on

the radio.

I was able to find two radios, one larg one, and a'

small transistor radio.

I decided to use these radios to achieve

a stereophonic effect by placing.the small radio, which because

of the size of its speaker, would produce primarily the high notes,
on side of the room#

I put the other radio
radio,, which would produce

primarily the low notes because of the size of its speaker, on

the other side.,

I tuned both radios into the sane station, set

the volumes at the same, and then drew an imaginary triangle

with myself and ths radios and the corners.

Using this method,

I was able to hear it just as If I had a stereo outfit.

I

heard two string quartets, "Petrouohka", and. a number of songs.

They sounded much better than they do when I hear them monauraly.

/fell, I’m going to mail all of the letters that have
accumulated, between Paris and Rome now.

Enjoy Rome.

J
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INS PIRAT ION'S HANG-0 VER

I wrote a poem

Born of joy

Euphoria and ecstasy.
And yet,

'.hen moods flew on again

And saw the words as other day,

The poem shone as born of pain

And bristled with
An old, dead plea.

POETRY

One man's mad. drivel,
Spewed forth on fibrous webs,

Evokes the madness in another's mind.
The monster Inspiration,

?7hich all too seldom comes

To stroke the lyre
Of the gut strung skull,

Plucks forth strange chords

And. half forgotten tunes
To blend, once' more
The madness of the mind.
Drivel drops again.

Spewed forth on fiber webs,

To evoke the mad in other minds.

THE STOIC

('.'l am the master of my fate,
I am the captain of my soul.")

The night was black,
The air was frozen bone,

When he fell from a swollen womb

He grew from frozen night to day.
The green-gold sunshine of bis youth

Warmed, and. woke his sheening sight..

He thirsted, for euphoric brews
While sheltered, from the coming night.

Young sheltered, senses yearned, and. clawed.

To bring all brews within their reach.
His soul, insatiable, pursued.

Dry crystal thorns on silk soft beach.
But drinking soul digested, shielding frames,
Impaled him on night's living thorns of pain.

All around was black and vertigo.

He struggled hard to clutch at swirling foam,

To make the Holy formless mirror him,
To navigate its searing crags and peaks
Forcing aimless forces to his whim.

Taut senses overcame their void.
Cold and. dark was warmth and llgtrt 9

For willfull, struggling soul proclaimed

The ecstasy of night.

Reality shall not crush me;

Not because, when the heavy booted foot falls,

My armor shall be too strong,
But when It grinds the earth
I shant be there.

Reality shall not crush me;
For,when it throws me into filth and gloom,

I shall not despair and turn aside,
But 1 shall find the colors in the dusk
.
..
.
....... .. .
And see the Joy itfefch feat hat lurks behind the woes.

Reality shall not crush me;

Not because its gilded metal frames
Shall be too frail to bottle in my strength,
For I am like a phantom of the light

That slips between all bars, a willow-wisp.

-s4i
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Mond ay

P.S .

Today is memorial day, Mom and dad and Hehry just

left for Toronto to see the Opera, and. I just finished
conying some of my poetry for you.

I have to get started

on a h.s. Eliot paper that I've been working on for a

couple of weeks and is due tomorrow, so this'll be short.
Last night was a party for the whole junior class

at somebody's house that you don't know. First party
I've been to in over three years. Had a fair amount of
fun.

I finally convinced. Mom and Dad to give me permission
to hitch-hike around the country for a couple of weeks

this summer.

All ± have to do now is find someone to

go with me and find a time when I can do it.

'.Thoever-

I-go-with and I will probably just point ourselves west
at the thruway entrance with a sign saying "California"

and take off from there.

live got to get details about

where to stay at night,and all that jazz, from Al.

Al's

going to California the same way, but he's going to stay

there; he's going to Stamford, college next year.

Al

doesn't want me to come with him because it's harder to

get a ride when you have someone along, and he's trying

to convince me to go along too, but I don't think that

I could do it.
'rite soon, and please send, some of your poetry.

°ue Speiser says that Marny's going crazy about it and

I want to see what she's raving about too

h9'

line, which I am going to work on a bit.
it

all the

Ths poem with

Reality shall, not crush me"s in it was written

in a rather euphoric mood, and that is probably why it
stinks.

The other poem is poor primarily because it is

so trite and. traditional.

Also, the"Roetry" poem is

meant to be nothing more that a description of poetry.
Last Friday night, I went down to the jazz center with

Al and spent a dull evening but had fun.
to see

Tho Four HunAroa Blows with
Wiftl John.

It twice.

John

1 was t’ e
thought that 1
it

Saturday I went
We sat through
best movfcfe that

he has ever seen, but I don't think that it was that good.

As a matter of fact, I didn't like it at all the first time
I saw jt.

However, it's a good movie, so if you. get a chance

to see it, do.
Being at U.S. has spoiled Al.

Although he has been

reading a lot, he hasn't been doing any of his work, so

ff night he come over, after ten thirty when I finished
my homework, ao that I could help him write the glossary that
was due for philosophy class this Friday. We didn't get
any work done, instead, we spent the rest of the night discussing
my poem, "The Stoic". Consequently, I met him at tj.B. immediately
after school on Friday and spent the afternoon with him

working on the glossary.

,.’e didn’t finish, so he came/cver for

dinner, and we kept working until it was time to leave for

class.

I went to class, but tne glossary still was unfinished

so Al stayed here.

After class, I spent about forty five

minutes talking with one of the girls in the class and tnen

came home; Al was still here.

He had ?in out of paper at

ten o'clock.

•/rite to me'.

I havenfrt heard foom you in a while.

Sunday

Janet

Yesterday was the baggest athletic event of the year
for Park, the C.U.P.S. (Conference of Upstate Private Schools)

track meet.

I was running the 880 (880 yards,

the third time in a meet this year.

f

mile) for

There were eleven

people competing, in this event and I placed seventh.

I

consider it a moral victory, as I beat four other people.
1^-uJ.ibii’ determined, before the meet, to get my time 'below
two minutes and forty seconds, and I did. My time was
two minutes and thirty eight seconds, seven seconds lower

than my previous best time.

I’m going to try th break

two minutes and thirty seconds this week some time.
bunch of records were broken in the meet.
Park finished second

A

Unfortunate ly

(now that I've finished with a

story that bores you, told in poor,uninteresting style
by the master of the sleepy word, i can get on with the
let ter).
d'b

I’ve been writing a lot, of poetry within the last

two weeks, and I'm going to include as much of .it as I

have time to copy with this letter.
them:

Some comments on

One,"The Stoic" you will recognize as a poem that

I sent to you in cruder form before.

I've been working

on it quite a bit, and, although I still dislike it, it
it much better than it was before.

My English teacher

likes it quite a bit and is sure that it will win at least

an honorary mention in the Harper's Poetry Contest, to
which he wants me to submit it next year.

'The poem on

"Poetry", I consider pretty good, all except for the last
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PLEASE FORWARD
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Jdly

I am feeling confused, dlssilusioned, and alone.
of the existential ideas are closing in around me.
me .

The realities

The realization

that "no man is an island" is merely wishful thinking is closing
in around me.

All I know of the universe in which I live, the

plople with whom 1 am associated and. all other things which affect
me is through indication > not identification or affirmation. . I

know nothing intimately » I know only appearances.

I am close to

nothing and no-one. I sit on a bus crowded with people, and
I do not see people, merely the surface of their form, Even
when I talk to them, I know only words, not them,

I car. never

be one with anything or anyone,y not even myself, for I can never

know myself.

I am gone 9 lost, a spec within a spec, with no real

existence to nyself, only the appearance of ccnsciousiiess c

All

Ilf.©, seems but an il.lusi.ota, the product of an imagination and
indication.

Even you can have no idea of how I feel

for you

are just as isolated as i am .you just do not feel it as much.

The thing that I yearn for is a oneness with something, someone,
yet that oneness is not possible, because of the very nature of
that which makes me think I am.

the deep end, maybe I am.

I may sound like I am going off

I’m disgusted, I can't even cope with

as simple (?). a thing-as reality.
Six hours have elapsed since! wrote what you have just read

(I wrote it at six o’clock, it is now twelve midnight).
I have come most of the way out of that mood.

Since then

Although! still

'

recognize this to be the truth, I no longer am affected by it to
the same extent.

Before, I think I was on the verge of schizophrenia.

At the institute today, I did nothing interesting.

We. had

a lecture on the hopes of drugs in curing cancer and we had to
fill out some questlonares.

-.Vhen I came home, after I had begun to pull out of my mood and

started to come out of the Isolated chamber in which I had placed
myself (figuratively speaking), I found that the "Symphony Fantastique"
had come in the mail*

I am now listening, to it for the second time

and I like It *

After- dinner, I went over to Mike’s house to help him finish
fixing the place up* It ought to be finished by next week. I Just
got home from there*
The mood. which I ’fas in before is one of the reasons that I
think that I will probably wind up in an institution before I am

thirty.

One little push and I would have-gone over the brink.

If I did not have you to communicate with, I would probably still
be lingering on the edge.

In later years,., I .probably ■will have

noons with whom I can communicate (as a matter of fact p in another

month or so ' I will have no one I; cause you will have gone off to

college) so I will wind up going over the deep end*

Of the three

passions consuming'me; that for .omniscience; the one for a- feeling
of one-ness with.something or somebody; and the one for total
objectivity; the last one gets me into the most trouble.

I often

cannot handle things as I see them without gching into a state of

deep depression.

Ah well
well,, as I always say, ,"We can’t all be sane."

I think that
-that Pascal summed
summed, up
on my
mv mood very well when Vie setid.

"iVhen I consider the brief span of my life, swallowed up in tha

eternity before and behind it, the small space that 1 fill, or
even see, engulfed In the infinite immensity of spaces which 1

know not, and which know not me, I am afraid, and wonder to see
myself here rather than there; for there is no re as on why 1 should

be here rather than there, now rather than then. ”,

This sums up

the mood, not the toughts*
Friday we are having another seminar.

At this one., I intend

to make Phil admit that there is not infinite potential.

I 'have

good, set of syllogistic proofs which should, bring him to his knees.

July 29

After thinking about driving for a while, I decided, that if

I don’t learn now, I will never have the time to learn.

Because

of - this., I went downtown with ray mother to get my learner's permit
this morning.

I'll. still probably never learn to drive though,

neither of my parents want, to teach me.
At the institute today, I spent most of the day helping Mrs.
es.x'Jr •

Wo had anotho.r Questlonstlre "to f ii-i. oxit, t.hi.3 one was s.

personal history or something of the sort.

Many of the questions

were intended to show the values of the person taking.the test.

Because of the course in .psycho-’logy which I gave-myself t I was
able to spot these -questions despite thc-ir

.'.sguis.es t hovrever

I answered the questions.honestly .and gave nc mis leading aiisyrers.

Many of .the answers which we 'were, given, a choice of were Inadequatef

and in thia way the test, gives an unfair picture of the .person

being tested.

Phil drove Mike and I home today, and we finally resolved the
semantic difficulties which have kept us going in circles for the
past two weeks on the question of the role of natural laws in

the universe.

Full thought that I

referring to phenomenal,

laws (laws aa.percieyed by humans or other sentient creatures)

when I was actually talking about nominal laws (laws as the
actually exist independant of perception or understanding.).

At

the same time, I thought that. Phil was talking about nominal laws
when he was actually talking about phenominal laws.

Tomorrow morning I finally get to send off this great stack’
of-letters which has been accumulating on my desk.

This is my last letter to you and I will have no outlet for
my feelings for an entire week and two days, perhaps longer before

I can see you alone for a long time.

'.'/hen you got back I shall want to here all about your experiences,

the things you saw, the people you met, the friends you made, what

you feel you got out of it, your mental developement, your audience
with the pope, and just your feelings about the trip In general.
Have a good trip home.

Howard Bloom
5935 S.E. 31st
Portland 2, Oregon
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like oldL potatoes from my POVz
clad hips.
And. my " aQS-thetic" ,
according to Jimmse, has found a home xn a red ana. hoodea
Vjs.

sweatshirt. These all combine to make me appear a cross
between an anxious rabbi, a child-like poet, and an adolescent wVci.
satyr. This, at least, is what I'm told. (This description
V>oKs
is thrown at your feet to replace 'rayxaEkua the revelations of
my Christmas-vacation presence.)
Jimmse loved .and understood your fantastic (as usual)
. .Ti umxs 'xye°x'.
letter. ' John's, however, a painfully unexpected piece of
platitudinous pedantry, she felt deserved a very sharp reply.
‘i'he letter is forgiven^SS^ii§g^--by-«Harvard ’s obvious attempt

to spoil all that is good in him. At best, it will turn him
into a frigid imitation of his father, when he would be niucjr
better off if he were like his mother and sisters. Have you
seen him yet? Have you seen my parents?
What seems to be their
state?

How has school been? How's vacation (and the social life)?
Write as soon as you have a chance.

P.S. Share this letter with John, but skip the part about him.
Its harsh terms might hurt him unjustifiably.
:es cJocmV
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Janet,
DU j. th +^0r Swarthmore. First
had to i^ait
Well, I’m finally about to J
ge*
'„rtlsn ’So'
happened last Tuesday. Then I was
for my clothes to arrive from For
Tuesday
that I could spend this weekend, as
going to wait until the coming m
"'
almost all of my weekends home, on th® letlninSs: farm. Minor ciiises arose wfcfcfc
amongst the Hennlns, so that was ca.,116® Offand j decxded to leave yesterday.
of vi^ent viri to inhabit my intestines, so
Tate struck, chartering a <colony
"_
■ ......... days,
, Once again, I’m planning to leave
I’ve been stuck in bed for tho^lcct

on Tuesday. 'I'll hitch down to iSwxjrfdrcBrs Philly, and, depending on how close it
is to the weekend, will either stay in Philly or come directly to Swarthmore.
If I stay in the city, I'll begin hunting for a job. _I hope
x to get one to sustain
myself until I leave by ship (dormitory facilities in a cabin with 7 others) for
!?»■<■> I
Israel, November 16. £gx2xgHfcxsKeyi:fil:<pE0fcddgcxhaxaiifexi33:
I'll be living in the
city, not hanging around Swarthmore (an Albatross, as it were, around the necks of
friends), but will probably be able to see you on weekends.
From the martyred tone of the last sentence, you can probably see that I'm
in a very insecure mood. At this very moment, the msjor manifestations are
physical^- incipient nervous sweat, lump in throat, stragge heaviness in facial
muscles. Earlier in the evening I've been:defensive about (by being offensive
against) common Bohemian slick and colorful, though meaningless, that is, insightless
condemnation of society in such phrases as "life's stock exchange where dreams are
traded for gold"; frightened by thoughts of going on the road and the spectre of
loneliness, which, like that of death, is terrifying only in the imagination;
thinking about a person I knew and hated in San Francisco who, in his starved
striving for acceptance, fawned constantly, and, when meeting a new person,
cowered with the fear of rejection until he could glimpse the image which the
other would accept, then strove to play that image, hs I hated him because he
represented the image that I had of myseif, an image that I felted: was totally
rejectable. Its opposite is the image of the man "sufficient unto himself®,
yet as an image that appeals to me because it is the means to acceptance.
Anyway, :I'm not really feeling terribly bad, partly because I'm writing to
you. This insecurity raises! a lot of questions in my mind, though, about its
nature and the nature of the ideas that float around it: the ideas of loneliness,
acceptance, rejection, etc.. I'm sure that they "represent" something more
basic, ie, that we associate these things with awxactual frustrations and
fulfillments which we, or
ieas^
have not learned to recognize on a conceptual
level, That's something I've been pursuing for a while, and intend to continue
pursuing.
About the HennjniB farm. One thing I've been doing a lot of out ther is
riding bareback. ( hat's a pretty foul sentence, but I cantt think of a decent
way of revising it.) It is muchly fun to jump onto the horse without stirrups,
take the reigns, and gallop off held. 013 only by your dives. The whole thing
feels so natural, that even falling isn’t in the least fearsome, since it doesn't
seem out of place. One of -the horses
an ill-mannered little Westerner named
Bnrrwrty.
Wretched sentencesJ)
He seldom, moves when asked, but if be
to S° somewhere, he gives a
tremendously fasti, short paced, and o 0,00 +elV uncomterolable ride. I emerged from
my one ride feeling the- part of a
Giant^k in the Earth type, Western
movie.
il-mad0*------------- "
is
Madame and Monsieur Hennin havn
v,, Idre nih Patrice a extremely good looking,
oz*intelligent, but not verv
c^_,r)St people, w±th Most of his
potential for open—ness and creatiU,-0^^^0 \«qed by the combined influence of
his previous Catholic education k •
eUpP1*
his present Nichols environment.
He has made no friends who encou^»1S ^athef, io+e hiri. Michele, a sophomore at
Park, is very attractive, and has
sti1^^ character. s^e ~^s sel^~assured,
Q
sti-°ng

Onviron)nent
Kiki (qu .
in command of herself and he - en^ Kiki
the time, and is observant,
things
.
sensitive, and open to new thi
&.^ough
hjs
stopher) is about twelve. He's
very lively, very affectionate’
role as the family pel} very
demanding, and very curious.
®ba (Elizabeth), 4, is the youngest,
the present family pet.
She's extr
Jte,"adorable" inf fact, and she takes
advantage of the fact, coquetting h®
& into just about anything she wants.
No matter bow far from the house we ar » eventually a speck is bound to emerge on
ths edge of the field, slowly working 1'-S Way toward us, until eventually it turns
to Baba, breathlessly running nt. a
that would be tor us a fast walk.
Anyway, that's were I've been spenaiig toy weekends, talEing to Patrice, getting

closer and closer to Michele,--and in the process making Kiki furiously jealous,
and fondling Baba. Then, of course, there's Madame Hennin. I enjoy her tremendously.
She inspires me a lofct, both with her confidence in me, and with the images of
heroism with which she presents'7’me; but my reaction is mixed. To an extent, she
has come to represent the Judge^who stands in my mind, his sword my insecurity,
his scales, the source of his standards, hidden so that I can see the units of
judgement, the weighing pans, and the pointer, but cannot understand why the
units have weight, his reward acceptance, and his punishment rejection. I must
"be something" to pay for her acceptance, and I feel afraid of going to her
without bringing some deed or idea as payment. The cause of this lies within me,
not within her.
I seem to hage returned to a theme I left before, but it's one of the major
themes of my life, so I'll have to return to it often.
Along with my stuff from Portland cane some unexpected gifts. In the trunk,
beneath an anonymous note calling me a pal and asking me to treat them with
respect,stexh was a rather shabby assortment of articles of clothing, to wit, one
tsori, one shredded towel, one pair pajama bottoms, and a pair of shoes generously
layered with mud. Amongst the hooks WerS two unexpected pairs of shoes, as shabby
as the first. The gods, however, were kind, and along with the coals for my
iniquity/- sent a dozen excellent records owner unknown. The best were a Joan
Baez record, which Henry has come to worship in a traditionally collegiate manner,
and a recording of Vivaldi's The Seasm,- . which is absolutely great.
So here I sit, having learned to love Vivaldi and Mozart, yet extremely frustrated.
As soon as this damned diarrhea goes away i'm IEAVINGJ (The last was screamed.’)
More than regards to Ann and others.
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j anet,
14y pack's been sitting in the hall f°r a week now, waiting for the

trip -to Philly; and I, breve soul, have been lying in bed, "weak and feverish",
how sad, immobilized by an invisible army of Viri.

(MY French is to poor, so

I avoid enibarrasment by saying in English that) I’m doomed to die without even

the honor of ennui.

My place in Buffalo seems an ostrich's dream of wish fulfillment,

but I’m almost out into the world (Philly, then Israel) again.
I read today of a group of kids (early twenties) in Israel trying to lead
a life inspired by a combination of Buddhist, Existensialist, Christian, and
Judaic ideas on a kibbutz of their own.

They sound very much like an orthodox

version of my San Francisco world given the blessing of creative physical labor.

I've put down their address, and have planned to meet them while in Israel.
Maybe I’ll be starting out on Monday?
by next weekend.

At any rate, I’ll probably see you

I still haven't had any chance to talk to you.

Thought for the week: Sex is the core of all good and the root of all evil.
Maybe I'll elucidate when I see you.
is.

I'm not quite sure how important the statement

Tho it seems to hold true in the world of my experience, I don't know how

small that world is.

Howard Bloom
Read College
Portland 2,Oregon
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Janet,
You are an. absolutely fantastic persOh
^here's now way
to say what I want to see without being tr^
sentimental.
Words, it seems, were not made to express ejDe+ions.. After
your last letter, though, the image of you h°idinS a bed-pan
before me as I vomited blood seems to chara° rj.ze more than
ever the selflessness without phony saintly 3 that makes
you the best of "human". You are the best f^iend I have, the
best friend that I could ever possibly desire, and I don't at
all deserve you. You have your faults, you aOniatimes protected
yourself with a shield of wordiness and sophistication, but the
faults are small, they only stand out in contrast with what
you really are. (I want to say that I hope that we can remain
friends for a long time, hut there is no way of saying it.
Forget these crude words and try to feel what is behind them.)
I am trying to tear down my shield.s . Better to leave what
little of me there is naked, than to have it twisted by its
own "defenses" and evasions.
I ree.d your letter as would a fencer; my mask was on, my
foil was poised to pary any thrusts that'might threaten the^
scared flesh behind the plastron. I am trying to get rid of
the damned costume, but it is difficult to get rid. of the
fears that have made me don it.
Nonetheless, I am trying.
I am not usually as depressed as I was when I wrote my
last letter. I have been almost happy during the last two
weeks. I am only really depressed, on. weekends. This weekend,
I managed to avoid depression.
The depressions are usually triggered by sex^
I am uncertain and fearful. I have developed sone sort
of charm and a certain aggresiveness- together they have
brought me into the first stages of (non-physical) contact
with~many females. I reach the stage of asking, them out
with remarkable success, with success that dizzies many
of the other males on campus. Then comes a barrier. X
stop, paralysed by fear of my own ignorance, innocence,
t>y the essence of all the feelings of insecurity and
inferiority that I have ever had., and by the sealing,
trivial, omnipotent physical factor—gWeaty hands.
T i
is not really so bad., anyway.
J don't know how much
ed -on Pr®yious letters about wh»t ls‘ hapneniS®
in my sex-life. Barb (urst girl kissed) wa0 ^eating me
^ffrab1ly* .1 broke UP with her. I've been.^ng out another,
better looking, sophomore—Lucy Pratt. She 3 v®ry nice, verv
natural. I ieel very comfortable being with
but I fear"
loosing her because I probably should be
some sort of
small sexual advances/barrier. I’ve also ta a out one Junior
girl a bit.
’ in
Academically, everything is fine. I^SieOtk
5 Quite wfell
(I think, iwe don't get marks) in all my gv
3U« fOnV .. French is
the most stimulatihg.. Ky reading speed has
to 20 pages an hour in French within the. l.as
?hii ,think
we can compai’e notes at Christmas, but
that
18
-

Reed, while far more liberal, than Swarth®0
neurotic.
. thQ?
Amidst all ray crying on your should®3;’ yo^ ? ^aV(e oeen no
words on vzhat your world is like. Why
'-een.
so
much? iVhat’s going on? I'rn worried about .

WOMAN IN
CITY

A mind's facade,
Hardened to a powder covered flace
Of mask like impassivity.

Glicks its high and sterile heels
On cold concrete;

The female hair,
Elaborately twi sted.,

The black sheathed shape
Of curves conceived, to speak of sex

With distant tHpKssivtty impersonality

Advance through machine ma.de cities,
The crowded metal boxes

Of beings crying silence
In unknown human forme.

Howard Bloom

Howard Bloom
Reed College
Portland 2, Oregon

11 00 AM
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Janet Oestreich
Swarthmore College
Swarthmore
Pennsylvani a

via m iaail
CORREO AEREO

AVION

J anet,
I thought that the people around here were far more
normal than the Swarthmore neurotics.
I was wrong.
Two months of campus life, there have been three suicide
attempts, there is one large problem revolving around the
pregnancy of one girl which has involved many, many people
on campus, There is nervous confusion flinging itself around
the room about a close friend of my room-mate who took large
quantities of pyy°^e, belladonna, and alchohal last night,
a combination which could kill him, drove off on his way home,
and has not been seen since.
Sex and drinking in excessive
quantities seem to be the only things beside study.
I
expected it all, but immediacy is more than expectation.
I contemplate suicide fairly often, have had one unhappy
"affair" (entirely innocent and insignificant by normal standards,
I suppose, bul bad enough for an unblemished child like me)
which was not terribly bad, and have constant feelings of
depression for being inadequate to sex and social life, and
constant feelings of disgust at the obnoxiousness of my shell
and the emptiness within it.
I don't in the hope
Life would be much easier if I drank,
of resolving my problems instead of repressing them, but I can
And they
find absolutely no place for resolution to begin,
are such insignificant problems anyway.
I have to'go study.
Hope the world better east of the Mississippi,
is more pleasant.

mnm

P.S. short history of sex-life- met attractive sophomore who
iras slightly aggrekssive in.
Went with her for two or three
weeks.
(kissed my first girl an.
sounds ridiculous, but all
of my other experience along these lines comes from an
unsuccessful attempt at my seduction last year.) Tired of
her rotten treatment of him.
Balled her out. Have said ho
more than two sentences to her since.
Have started taking out
other, more attractive sophomore.
This must be a normal
relationshij), but I am inadequate to -the normal aggresive male
behaviour: consequence, depression.
C1est la vie.
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Monday
Janet,;
Not much time. Brief letter, The Greek chords comments
on its master (I comment on myself.).
Last letter seemed distant, last letter was distant-not
from you, but from the whole world. Reason-words of a left
over ghost, impersonal reflest actions to a tired, kaleidescopic
world of irrelevant tensions
tensions, random patterns of meaning,
suffering, and, above all, APATHY, Last letter sounded serious
because it lacked life.
Almost all of me has eeased to exist exempt my body.
It hasn't happened since I got here, it was for a long time,
tut I tried very hard to make myself so busy that I didn't
notice it,

My laugh, my talk, m,y
wuxus and manneria
my words
mannerisms are

only parts of the repertoire of the physical puppet,. The
puppet-master has evaporated.
Idm not depressed. I feel no emotion about this. If
I did, I would know that I am still here. These words are
only impersonal motions of my mind and fingers.
I am at a turning point. The question: should I start,
can I begin, to become a human being?; should I merely goi'n
on pretending to exist (I have deceived you, I have deceived
many others, I can deceive many more, perhaps even myself)?
Events In the life of the puppet;
Gigi is going with something named Robby, Bothered me
for one 'evening. Naintenant, ce in' est egal.
For the past few days, I've been seing a lot of a sophomore
named Barbara Smith. She's nice, is an enjoyable mother image.
I'm going downtown to see Judith Anderson with her tonight.
I'm a little ahead in my work. The courses remain interest
ing. I know that I'm not getting enough out of them. I say
many intelligent sounding things in classes, and seem to have
assimilated thinrss, but facts, thoughts, words, all are only

on my tongue, and‘not within me.
Relationship with room-mates has not progressed.

Liked very much your just received letter. With this
not being able to visit Reed, you know how I've felt about
never seeing the people at Swarthmore again.
I hope that we keep contact as long as we keep going,
but I won't say we will—whenever I make a statement like
that, it means" the end of a relationship.
Was especially glad to know you have some feelings for
me beyond those for an obedient felt dog with real ears. I
didn't know it till I was about to come out here. Any feelings
are mutual.
For some reason, keuIxx your letter sounds as if from
-- city. j hope there's nothing behind
a person alone in a- large
that.
Write

